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IN:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AvB0q3mg4sQ

• Can the things your parents did
affect your genes?
• Can you change your genes over
time?

I. What is Epigenetics?
“Above /on top of genes”
A. = the study of changes in
DNA that are caused by
environmental factors
B. Affect how proteins (traits)
are expressed
C. These changes DO NOT
alter the DNA sequence but can
change the physical
appearance of organisms.
D. These changes can be
passed on to the next
generation.

Lick your rats!!!!

• Through her licking behavior,
a mother rat can write
information onto her pups'
DNA . Her nurturing behavior
tells her pups something
about the world and can
actually program the pups'
DNA. High-nurturing mothers
raise high-nurturing
offspring, and low-nurturing
mothers raise low-nurturing
offspring. Whether a pup
grows up to be anxious or
relaxed depends on the
mother that raises it - not the
mother that gives birth to it.

II. How can DNA be changed

by Epigenetics?
A. Can turn genes on (activated)
B. Can turn genes off (silenced)
C. Can be inherited from parents
and grandparents.
D. Can change over time due to
life experiences. (Epigenetics:
The only flexible way to
change DNA.)

III. Environmental Factors that can affect DNA.
A. Pharmaceuticals
B. Chemical Toxins like BPA in
canned goods, plastics, and cosmetics
C. Stress
D. Nutrition
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IV. Three Mechanisms of Epigenetics
A. Methylation
a. Addition of methyl groups (CH3) to
the base cytosine when DNA
replicates.
b. Histone proteins tighten together
when methylated.
c. Transcription proteins can not
signal protein synthesis to start.
d. Gene expression is repressed.
e. Methylated genes should be
wiped out at fertilization.
f. Evidence shows that they are not
always “cleaned up” and can be
passed to offspring.

Example: Coat Colors of Genetically Identical
A gouti M ice Litter

Experiments in mice show just how important a mother's
diet is in shaping the epigenome of her offspring. All
mammals have a gene called agouti.
READ ME 

When a mouse's agouti gene is
completely unmethylated, its
coat is yellow; it is obese; and
it is prone to diabetes &
cancer. When the agouti gene
is methylated (as it is in
normal mice), the coat color is
brown and the mouse has a
low disease risk. Fat yellow
mice and skinny brown mice
are genetically identical. The
fat yellow mice are different
because they have an
epigenetic "mutation." In this case, methylated
mice are healthier! READ ME 

When researchers fed
pregnant yellow mice a
methyl-rich diet, most of
her pups were brown
and stayed healthy for
life. These results show
that the environment in
the womb influences
adult health. In other
words, our health is not
only determined by what
we eat, but also what our
parents ate.

READ ME 
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Environment Can Influence Epigenetic
Changes

No CH3; Agouti gene ON

PLUS CH3; Agouti gene OFF

Example: Genes that
STOP Tumors from
Growing

 Our DNA has built in
tumor suppressor genes
that produce proteins
to stop tumors from
forming.
 These genes become
“silenced” when they
are methylated. Then,
they cannot stop
cancerous tumor
formation.

No CH3

Plus CH3

Plus CH3

READ ME 

B. Histone Tagging (Modification)

NUCLEOSOME

a. Histones proteins that are wrapped
with DNA have “tails.”
b. Chemicals attach to histone tails.
c. Changes structure of chromatin
d. Changes gene expression of
proteins (turns genes on or off )

e. Chemicals that attach to
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kp1bZEUgqVI

histone tails can:

1. Activate (“turn on”)
genes during

transcription
2. Activate genes to
start cell growth
3. Silence genes to stop

making proteins
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C. RNA Interference (RNAi )

RNAi Slicing and Dicing

a. Silences gene expression
b. Pieces of RNA in
cytoplasm destroy some
mRNA molecules
stopping their ability to
translate proteins.
c. This mechanism is used
by our cells to fight
RNA viruses.
d. Research being done in
hopes to use RNAi to
prevent diseases.

V. The Human Epigenome Project (HEP)

Overview of Epigenetic Markers

A. Aims to identify, catalogue
and interpret DNA
methylation patterns of all
human genes.
B. Methylation is of major
importance in the regulation
of gene expression during
development of a fetus.
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Overview of Epigenetic Markers

H ow can identical tw ins have
different traits?

• Some identical twins can have different heights and
weights. This is because height and weight are controlled
by what you eat as well your DNA. Differences in diet can
start early. When the twins are growing inside the uterus,
there can be differences in how well they connect to the
placenta. This can mean one twin starts getting more to
eat even before they are born!
• Another physical difference between identical twins is
their fingerprints. The fingerprints of identical twins do
look more similar than the fingerprints of non-twins.
Fingerprints are partially controlled by your genes.
However, how the hand of the fetus touches the amniotic
sac also affects fingerprints.

Dutch Famine
Interesting Epigenetic Study
•

German’s blocked food to the Dutch in the w inter of 1944.

•

Calorie consumption dropped from 2,000 to 500 per day.

•

M others well fed at conception and malnourished near

OUT:

Word bank

• Color the diagram.
• Label the diagram properly.

1. DNA
2. Chromatin
3. Histone tail
4. Methyl group
5. DNA methylation
6. Histone modification
7. Chromosome

birthing gave birth to children w ho w ere small, short in
stature. These children remained this w ay regardless of
future nutrition.
•

7

birthing gave birth to children w ho w ere normal in stature.

1

These children suffered from obesity later in life along w ith
other mental health issues.
•

2

M others malnourished at conception and well fed near
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20-30 years later children born during the famine had the
same problems as described above. A nd, grandchildren
also had of many of the same health issues.
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